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Abstract  
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental condition characterized by a wide 

range of symptoms and varying degrees of severity. Understanding the underlying 

mechanisms of ASD is crucial, as it affects approximately 1% of the population and has a 

strong genetic component. Recently, environmental factors like maternal immune activation 

(MIA) during pregnancy have been linked to a higher risk of ASD. While animal models have 

limitations, the advent of human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) and their 

differentiation into human brain organoids (hBO), neurons and glial cells has enabled 

researchers to study human brain cells in vitro, offering insights into human-specific 

responses and the interaction of MIA. This review summarizes studies utilizing iPSC-derived 

models, primarily from healthy individuals but also ASD patients, exposed to inflammatory 

cytokines or heat shock. The result indicates that there is a connection between immune 

activation and cellular and molecular changes in brain cells, including changes in ASD-related 

genes, neuroinflammation, structural brain alterations, and potential synaptic dysfunction, 

potentially leading to the development of ASD. This is supported by previous studies 

suggesting that MIA triggers immune responses and genetic alterations in the fetal brain, 

resulting in brain development and behavioral abnormalities in offspring. The utilization of 

models like hBO derived from hiPSCs of individuals with ASD holds promise for advancing 

diagnostic capabilities and developing targeted interventions. For instance, it may pave the 

way for implementing anti-inflammatory treatments during pregnancy to mitigate ASD risk 

factors. However, further investigation is necessary to fully understand the cellular and 

molecular mechanisms associated with MIA and identify key pathophysiological changes in 

ASD progression. 
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Introduction 
Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are a collective term of neurodevelopmental disorders with 

a strong genetic vulnerability (1). Autism was initially described by Leo Kanner in 1943, who 

characterized it as an inability to establish typical, biologically endowed connections with 

others (2, 3). In the same year, Hans Asperger described children exhibiting restricted social 

abilities, peculiar interests, and atypical language development, employing the term "autistic 

psychopathy" (4, 5). More recently, several hundred genes have been associated to ASD. In 

addition, there are also several environmental factors that can influence the development of 

the brain in the fetus, such as the use of medications, exposure to toxins, complications during 

pregnancy or childbirth, or infections. Several lines of evidence have suggested maternal 

immune activation (MIA) may increase the risk of ASD during an infection by increasing 

inflammatory markers and antibodies in both mother and fetus (6). There are primarily two 

hypotheses regarding how MIA affects the fetus: one posits that cytokines are transmitted via 

the placenta, leading to immune and gene dysregulation in the fetus, while the second 

hypothesis suggests that maternal immune activation triggers inflammation and cytokine 

production within the placenta itself (7). However, fever in the mother has also been 

suggestion increase the risk of autism in children (8). A large amount of research has been 

done on ASD since Kanner and Asperger first described autism and up to today, both 

epidemiological, cohort studies, animal studies and studies using induced pluripotent stem 

cells (iPSC), but there are still questions to be answered related to the mechanisms of the 

etiology and pathology of ASD. Animal models have been the primary in vivo research 

method for years. The most popular method is the mouse model, but scientists have also used 

zebrafish (Danio rerio), fruit flies (Drosophila melanogaster), chicken embryos, and monkeys 

(rhesus macaque) for research on neurodevelopment disorders and other conditions in the 

brain (9). Problematically, the use of animals like mice as models in brain research gives a 

limitation related to brain size, function, and complexity, which results in an incomplete 

picture of the disease pathology (9, 10). Another challenge related to brain research on 

humans is the limited access to brain tissue, earlier the only available brain tissue from ASD 

patients have been post-mortem tissue. Human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSC) and 

human brain organoids (hBO) have made it possible to do more extended research on a 

number of neurological and neuropsychiatric diseases, e.g. autism (11, 12), but also other 
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conditions such as schizophrenia (12, 13), Alzheimer's disease (14) and bipolar disorder (12, 

15).  It has given opportunities for disease modeling, drug research and discovery, cell therapy 

development, and regenerative medicine (16, 17).  

 

In this review, we will look at how induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) and human brain 

organoids (hBO) can be used in research to study environmental factors as causes of autism 

spectrum disorders, specifically maternal immune activation (MIA). We will first describe 

what ASD, iPSC, and MIA are, and then present previous research on these areas regarding 

autism and MIA, before we look at the result presenting the newest research on MIA as a 

cause to autism using hiPSC-derivate models.  

 

Autism spectrum disorder  

Classification  

Today we use the International Classification of Diseases eleventh revision (ICD-11) and The 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM-5) to define the 

diagnostic criteria of mental disorders, such as ASD. Persons with ASD are characterized by a 

reduced ability to initiate and sustain reciprocal social interactions, abilities, and 

communication, and at the same time, they have unusual interests and/or behavioral changes. 

It is a heterogeneous group of disorders and symptoms normally appear early in childhood, 

but they can also occur later. Earlier, autism spectrum disorders were divided into various 

subgroups, such as Asperger's syndrome and childhood autism, but in ICD-11 and DSM-5 the 

subgroups have been removed, and it is now called autism spectrum disorder with a spectrum 

of severity, from well-functional individuals to non-functional (1, 4, 18).  

 

Epidemiology 

The prevalence of autism have increased from approximately 5 per 10 000 (19) in the 1960´, 

to around 1/100 in 2022 (1, 20). Males have a three to four times higher risk of developing 

ASD than females, a reason could be that girls have a higher risk of not being diagnosed (4). 

There are several possible hypotheses, but the real reason for this difference remains largely 

unknown (6, 21). 
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Comorbidity 

ASD has a high comorbidity; evidence show that 72% of children with autism has at least one 

comorbid condition. The most common comorbid conditions are anxiety disorders and 

ADHD. Other comorbid conditions are obsessive-compulsive disorders, behavioral disorders, 

epilepsy, mental retardation, and schizophrenia. Of somatic comorbidity, gastrointestinal 

complaints such as stomach pain, constipation and diarrhea occur in 50% of children with 

ASD. Studies have also shown that children with autism have a higher incidence of gender 

identity problems than the rest of the population (4). ASD can occur as a part of a genetic 

syndrome, e.g. Rett syndrome, Fragile X syndrome, Angelman syndrome, and Cohens 

syndrome, it's then called “syndromic autism” and 10-25% have this. Idiopathic autism which 

is called “non-syndromic autism” and has no associated symptoms or signs of a syndrome, 

there is not a monogenetic cause (4, 22, 23). 

 

Symptoms  

Typical symptoms in early childhood may be that the affected children do not raise their arms, 

show emotion, or respond to their names. Children with autism are often not very engaged in 

imaginative play, do little imitation of others, and make poor eye contact. They may also have 

poor or late-developed language and will not be able to contribute to a conversation with 

others in contrast to other children. It can be particularly difficult in various social situations, 

as the child can struggle to adapt and participate in the social interactions. Many have special 

fields of interest that they know a lot about, this could be e.g., dinosaurs, trucks, or 

mathematics. Some can also be more compulsive and create rigid routines at home. It has also 

been shown that several people with autism meet the criteria for having exceptional cognitive 

abilities, and a research article described that among 137 people with autism, almost 30% met 

these requirements. (4) 

 

Affected brain regions  

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is an imaging method that have made it possible to 

visualize and study the brain non-invasively, and it is possible to study the anatomical 

structures of the brain (structural MRI (sMRI)) and the metabolic activation (functional 

MRI(fMRI)) during tasks (Task-based fMRI) or in rest (resting-state fMRI) (24). MRI  

studies have identified unusual features in both gray and white matter structures within the 

social brain network, irregularities in intrinsic activity and connectivity within the social brain 
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regions, and deviations in activity and connectivity within the social brain regions when 

processing social stimuli in individuals with ASD (25). This is also supported by another 

review, where fMRI studies show different degrees of activation, in contrast to typically 

developing children, when performing tasks such as facial recognition, rewards and social 

cognition. The frontal lobe (FL), superior temporal gyrus (STG) and the amygdala are the 

most frequently observed to be abnormal in these studies, and that these changes, especially 

enlargement of the FL and STG, already occurs in early stages of the disease. (26, 27) In 

addition, reduced grey matter volume in cerebellum (28), enlarged hippocampus and 

amygdala has been seen in children with autism, interestingly there is no difference in 

amygdala size in adults with and without autism (27, 29, 30). Furthermore, there is also 

suggestions of affected orbitofrontal cortex, temporoparietal cortex and insula, and that 

abnormalities in these regions, including amygdala, could result in disturbances and 

symptoms from strongly interconnected brain regions (31). Moreover, a metanalysis showed 

enlarged head circumference (macrocephaly) in 16% of ASD patients and enlarged total brain 

volume was found in 9% (32).  

 

Etiology ASD  
There are many factors that could cause the onset of ASD, and the disease has a complex, 

multifactorial etiology involving genetic, epigenetic and environmental factors (4, 23) 

 

Genetic factors in ASD  

Genetics play an important role and hundreds of genes have been implicated in the disorder, 

both inherited and de-novo mutations (23). ASD presents a strong genetic vulnerability, with 

an estimated heritability of about 0.9  (1, 6). A study involving more than two million children 

born between 1982 and 2006 in Sweden, concluded that ASD has an inheritability of 

approximately 50% (33), and a meta-analysis involving thirteen studies on twins showing a 

heritability between 64-91% (34). Thus, ASD is one of the psychiatric diagnoses with the 

highest heritability (35).  

 

Studies have identified a total of over 800 genes that increase the risk of ASD and it’s been 

discovered multiple single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), single nucleotide variants 

(SNVs), and copy number variants (CNVs) associated with ASD. These mutations can affect 

genes encoding for cell adhesion molecules (neurexins (NRXN), neuroligins (NLGN), 
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contactins (CNTN), neuronal cell adhesion molecule (NCAM) and Cadherins (CDH)), 

scaffolding proteins (SHANK gene family and CAPG gene), cytoskeletal proteins, signaling 

pathways (PTEN and mTOR/PI3K/MAPK/ERK), ion channels (L-type and T-type calcium 

channels, sodium channels, potassium channels, possibly the voltage-dependent anion channel 

(VDAC)), and cell signaling molecules, which are involved in chromatin remodeling and 

transcriptional regulation, cell proliferation and synaptic formation, plasticity and 

transmission. Some well-known mutations that could predispose for ASD are the FMR1 gene 

in Fragile X syndrome, the SHANK gene family and the CNV with duplication in loci 15q13. 

(6, 23)  

 

Problematically, a genetic variant can only explain some cases, generating the so-called 

“missing heritability” to explain ASD. This indicates that there is still much to uncover to 

understand the causes of autism spectrum disorders, including gaps in the knowledge about 

gene variants, gene-to-gene interactions, epigenetics and the environmental and 

developmental aspects of the disease. (1, 6).  

 

Environmental factors  

There are some environmental factors that are more likely to contribute to ASD than others. 

Environmental factors can cause ASD through epigenetically changes due to exposure during 

pregnancy, which can affect the development of the brain. One established risk factor is 

increased parental age in one or both parents. Other contributing factors during pregnancy 

such as environmental toxins, use of medications, alcohol and cigarettes, pregnancy and birth 

complications also statistically increased the risk of ASD (Figure 1). Maternal infections have 

also been associated with ASD (34), suggesting matneral immune activation (MIA) leading to 

an increase in inflammatory markers and antibodies as a mechanism for the disease (4, 6). 

Epigenetic changes driven by environmental factors such as MIA, lead to DNA methylation 

and histone modifications that are thought to be important in the predisposition of ASD, and 

can cause abnormal brain development  (23, 36).  
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Figure 1: Overview of environmental factors in ASD. 

 

Maternal Immune Activation (MIA) 
One of the first infections linked to ASD was congenital rubella infection (37). This is an 

example of a virus that can cross the placenta and directly affect the fetus. However, the fetus 

can also be affected indirectly by immune activation in the mother, called maternal immune 

activation (MIA). The risk of developing neurodevelopmental disorders such as autism is not 

necessarily directly linked to the bacteria or virus, but to the immune activation in the mother. 

A meta-analysis from 2021 concludes that there is a significant association between maternal 

infection and fever during pregnancy, and autism spectrum disorder in the offspring (38).  

 

MIA and ASD 

Epidemiological studies, in conjunction with animal and 2D in vitro models of MIA, have 

identified increased pro-inflammatory mediators such as interferons (IFN), interleukins (IL), 

and tumor necrosis factor (TNF), including IL-1β, IL-6, IL-17α, TNF-α, and IFN-γ, that could 

play a crucial role in driving the adverse neurodevelopmental outcomes associated with MIA 

(39-42) and contribute to the atypical neurodevelopment seen in ASD (7, 43, 44). In addition, 
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increasing maternal c-reactive protein (CRP) levels is associated with a 43% increase in the 

risk of autism in the offspring (45), and there are also findings of increased cytokines in the 

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) in ASD patients (46). Other findings show significantly higher 

levels of inflammatory mediators such as TNF-α, TNF-β, IL-4 and IL-10 in amnion fluid 

samples from individuals with ASD relative to controls (47). Moreover, viral infections in the 

first trimester and bacterial infections in the second trimester during pregnancy have been 

associated with an increased risk of ASD (48), especially if the mother is hospitalized or has a 

severe infection (49).  A cohort study from Sweden including 2 371 403 participants showed 

that all types of hospitalized maternal infections increased the risk of ASD by 30% (50). 

Additionally, there is also an indirect effect during MIA, originate from fever in the mother 

increasing the risk of autism (8, 51, 52).  

 

The pro-inflammatory cytokines can possibly cross the placenta, enter the fetal circulation, 

and cross the fetal blood–brain barrier (BBB) to affect the fetal brain (42). Scientists are 

uncertain of how cytokines reach the fetus during MIA, suggesting that cytokines may be 

transferred via the placenta or produced in the placenta itself (47). In addition, considering the 

elevated permeability of the fetal BBB during development, maternal pro-inflammatory 

cytokines can enter and affect the brain (53).  

Furthermore, MIA can induce changes in the neuroanatomy such as increased migration of 

neurons, altered cortical lamination and enlarged ventricles (54) and behavioral dysfunction 

(55). Utilizing mouse models of MIA resulted in offspring with autistic-like behavior, such as 

alternations in sociability, increased anxiety and reduced motor control (44, 56-58). A 

systematic review concluded that MIA could result in changes like decreased proliferation of 

neuroepithelial cells and increased neuronal differentiation, leading to changes in cortical 

lamination, particularly in the density of deep layer neurons (59).  

 

In addition, findings from recent studies using a mouse model revealed cellular pathways 

implicated in inflammation during fetal development, resulting in an increased risk for ASD. 

One study identified dysregulation of immune and metabolism-related biological pathways, as 

well as alterations in gene expression and methylation (36). Another study revealed that 

endogenous activation of a cellular pathway, called NLRP3-IL-1β, via stimulation of  P2X7 

receptors, resulted in ASD features in male offspring, and that these features could effectively 

be reduced with a P2X7 receptor antagonist (60). A third study showed remarkably significant 
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neuroanatomical changes in the brain, especially when the mice were exposed to MIA late 

compared to early in pregnancy (61).  

 

IL-6 associations to ASD 

and IL-6 is believed to have a key role in causing abnormalities in the brain development in 

the presence of MIA, and experiments on mice injected with IL-6 had offspring exhibiting 

defects in inhibitory neuronal signaling associated with autism, (39, 62). High levels of IL-6 

have been associated to lower cognitive ability, social, learning and behavior deficits in mice 

offspring(39, 63-65). A systematic review on the same topic additionally highlights that IL-6 

contributes to amygdala enlargement and increased connectivity between the amygdala and 

brain regions involved in learning and memory processing, increase excitatory synapse 

formation and decreasing inhibitory synapses and reduced neurogenesis in hippocampus, to 

mention some of the findings (66).  

 

MHC molecules and ASD  

Another important part of the immune system that may also be associated with ASD is the 

Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) (42, 67). There are two types of MHC molecules: 

the MHC Class I (MHC-I), which is found on most cells in the body, and displays peptides 

from inside the cell, enabling other immune cells to (e.g. T cells) identify cell status regards 

being infected by a virus, damaged or healthy. The MHC Class II (MHC-II) is exclusively 

found on antigen-presenting cells (APC), such as macrophages and natural killer cells, which 

can phagocytize and break down pathogens, and present the antigens to helper T cells (68). In 

humans MHC-molecules are called human leukocyte antigen (HLA) and are expressed in all 

cells in the brain, including glial cells, and they are present during brain development where 

they regulate connectivity and plasticity (67). A systematic review from 2022 highlights the 

MHC-I molecule´s function the brain, where they are expressed in axons and dendrites pre- 

and post-synaptic, controlling axonal and dendritic outgrowth and regulating the initial 

establishment of connections in the CNS modulate, in addition to contribute to the synaptic 

transmission in neurons by impacting the balance of excitatory and inhibitory signals. The 

same reviews suggest a hypothesis that mutations and/or immune dysregulation leading to 

altered MHC expression in the developing brain might contribute to the characteristic changes 

in brain connectivity and function in ASD individuals (42, 67). Furthermore, there are also 
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findings of both increased MHC-II and active neuroinflammation in brain tissue from patients 

with autism (46).  

 

Glial cells, neuroinflammation and ASD  

Evidence of neuroinflammation have been found in individuals with ASD, characterized by 

the reactivity of microglia and astrocytes, the activation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and 

induced nitric oxide synthase (iNOS), and the increased release of proinflammatory cytokines 

and chemokines (46, 69). Microglia and astrocytes are two of the main types of glial cells in 

the central nervous system (CNS), together with oligodendrocytes. During embryonic 

development, glial cells create a cellular framework that facilitates the development of the 

nervous system and regulates neuronal survival and differentiation (70).  

 

The astrocyte, also known as astroglia, plays a crucial role in maintaining homeostasis and 

defending the CNS. It participates in metabolic processes and facilitates communication 

among other CNS cells, including neurons, oligodendrocytes, and microglia (71, 72). Recent 

research suggests that astrocytes release neurotransmitters such as glutamate and GABA, 

influencing the activity of projection neurons, interneurons, and other astrocytes, thereby 

affecting synaptic modification through effects on neuronal depression and potentiation (73). 

Additionally, there are findings of increased astrocyte activation in ASD, suggesting that 

disrupted astrocyte function may impair proper neurotransmitter metabolism, synaptogenesis, 

and contribute to brain inflammation, potentially leading to connectivity impairments 

observed in ASD (74). 

 

Microglia originate from yolk sac stem cells known as erythromyeloid progenitor (EMP) cells 

and is an important component of the immune system in the CNS, where it functions as the 

brain´s macrophage, affecting brain homeostasis, tissue repair and development (75, 76). 

Progenitor microglia settles in the brain early in development, from post conception week 

(pcw) 4, and acquire immune functions by the 9th pcw (76, 77). During different stages of 

brain development microglia undergo several states of maturation and differentiation, where 

the stages have different morphology and function (75, 77). In response to activation, due to 

e.g. damaged cells or immune activation, microglia produce and stimulate to increased 

proinflammatory mediators and cytokines and increase the release of ROS and iNOS. This is 
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followed by a transition to an anti-inflammatory phenotype to clear debris and aid in tissue 

repair (23, 78).  

 

A review summarizes microglia’s multiple areas of influence in the developing human brain, 

including neurogenesis, oligodendrogenesis, astrogliogenesis, axonal myelination, 

programmed cell death, apoptotic cell clearance, neuronal migration, white matter tract 

formation, and specialized interactions with both neuronal and non-neuronal cells, 

contributing to synapse formation, maturation, and pruning, and cortical folding (77). There 

are findings of activated microglia and neuroinflammation in the brains of patients with ASD, 

possibly contributing to the pathophysiology of the disease (46, 79-82). Moreover, there is 

also shown higher density of glial cells in the brain of mice modelling autism(61), where they 

can affect synaptic function, pruning and plasticity and causing behavioral changes associated 

with ASD (23).  

 

Fever and ASD  

Last, fever have been associated with developing ASD. A case-control study determine that 

there is an increased risk of ASD with maternal infection and fever in the second trimester 

(51), another study from Norway had the same findings (8). Moreover, a population-based 

cohort study consisting of 96 736 children found no increased risk of autism after mild 

infections, but that prolonged episodes of fever and maternal influenza infection increased the 

risk of ASD (52).  

 

Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) 
A pluripotent stem cell is a stem cell with the capacity to differentiate into cells of any of the 

three germ layers (endoderm, mesoderm or ectoderm). The fate of a pluripotent stem cell is 

highly dependent on different types of tissue-specific transcriptional factors that stimulate the 

progenitor cell (17). Takahashi and Yamanaka were the first to induce pluripotent stem cells 

from mouse embryos (ES-cells) and adult fibroblasts in 2006 (83). Takahashi and Yamanaka 

identified specific genes, called embryonic stem cell-associated transcripts (ECAT) that could 

induce self-renewal and potentially function as reprogramming factors. They started with 24 

ECATs, but narrowed it down to 4 and called them OSKM (OCT3/4, SOX2, KLF4, MYC) – 

the Yamanaka factors. They also demonstrated that these factors could generate human 

induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSC), resulting in the first reports on hiPSC in 2007. (16, 
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17). Thus, OSKM were used to generate the first hiPSC, despite it was incomplete and the 

process presented low reprogramming efficiency. Later, there have been identified several 

reprogramming factors that could facilitate the reprogramming of somatic cells to generate 

hiPSC, such as enhancers that affect pluripotent-associated genes, cell-cycle regulating genes 

e.g. GTP-binding protein REM2 and cyclin D1, and epigenetic modifiers such as upregulation 

or downregulation of enzymes that regulate posttranscriptional modification of histones, 

histone composition and demethylation of DNA. These additional reprogramming enhancers 

increase the efficiency of iPSC generation and, in some cases, can replace the Yamanaka 

factors (17).  

 

Today hiPSC models can be reprogrammed from fully differentiated cells, such as b-cells in 

the pancreas, hepatocytes, skin fibroblasts, T- and B lymphocytes and other blood cells  (16, 

17). The cells are first reprogrammed into induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) and then into 

other differentiated cells, such as neurons or cardiomyocytes (16). Concerning the brain, it is 

possible to produce all kinds of neurons and glial cells.  Since nowadays there are several 

protocols to differentiate hiPSC into several cell types (12), somatic cells of patients with 

different disorders have been reprogrammed into hiPSC and further on differentiated into 

monolayer cultures of cell types relevant of those diseases. Then, these cell cultures have been 

used in research to model human diseases in a dish.  

 

The two-dimensional models have gradually replaced the use of malignant cell lines and 

primary cell cultures from specific organs of rodents and other animals for research purposes, 

especially to study brain disorders, given the differences of brain cells between humans and 

other mammals. It has made it possible to do research on pathophysiology in many 

neurological and neuropsychiatric diseases, e.g. autism, schizophrenia and bipolar disorder 

(12, 15). It has also given opportunities for drug research and discovery, cell therapy 

development, and regenerative medicine (16, 17). However, 2D culture models lack the 

complexity, heterogeneity, and neuronal connectivity of the human brain (9), therefore 

demanding more complex models based on three-dimensional brain structures which gives a 

more accurate disease modelling of ASD (84) 
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Figure 2: hiPSC-derivate models in brain research. 

 

Human brain organoids (hBO) 

Human brain organoids (hBO) are self-assembling three-dimensional in vitro aggregates of 

the brain tissue derived from hiPSC or human embryonic stem cells (hiss) to form an 

organized architecture that model the human brain microenvironment. It resembles and 

develops like fetal human brain tissue mimicking the in vivo sequence of events, and it is 

composed of multiple cell types, such as neural progenitors, several types of neurons, glial 

cells, such as astrocytes, oligodendrocytes and microglia (54, 85).  Unlike the hips 2D models 

cultures, hiPSC-derived hBO are more like the human brain tissue on a molecular, cellular, 

and structural level. This gives an unprecedented opportunity to further explore diseases, 

development, and evolution of the brain. However, there are still some brain features that are 

still not fully recapitulated, such as the formation of gyrification and distinct cortical neuronal 

layers, and of the complex neuronal circulation (85).  

 

There are two different main types of methods that can be used to generate brain organoids: 

unguided methods and guided methods. In the unguided method, the hiPCS aggregates will 
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spontaneously initiate morphogenesis and differentiation, and in guided method, several 

external factors must be added to develop specific and wanted cell lines. Which and how 

many external factors are used varies, depending on desired results (85).  

 

hBO and ASD 

hBO have made it possible to get important insights into various neurological diseases. The 

first neurodevelopmental disorder to be detected in an hBO was microcephaly (86), and 

further on other neurodevelopmental disorders as autism and epilepsy have been modeled 

using hBO (16, 87).  

 

Recent systematic reviews have summarized main findings that hBO derived from patients 

with autism. These changes include cortical growth, ventricular enlargement, reduced 

ventricular wall thickness, increased calretinin expression, and early shifts towards neural cell 

maturation. Other findings are increased excitatory and GABAergic synapses, and altered 

gene expression, especially of genes related to GABAergic interneuron differentiation. 

Additional findings suggest alterations and/or dysregulation in neural progenitor cells (NPCs) 

and premature cortical formation, neuronal migration and maturation, and in the cortical layer 

formation. Moreover, abnormalities in neural stem cell proliferation and neuronal maturation, 

and defects in the neurogenesis and neuronal morphology changes are also observed. 

Furthermore, alternations in gene expression of specific neurotransmitter markers, leading to 

an increase of transmitters such as cholinergic, GABAergic, and glutamatergic signaling is 

also seen in several studies. Last, there is observed an affection of the calcium and potassium 

signaling pathways, in addition to dysregulation of neural development, synaptic transmission 

and synaptic processes, and intrinsic and excitatory synaptic deficits, reduced synaptic puncta, 

increased neuronal excitability and defects in tube formation. (54, 88, 89)  

 

Method  
My initial question was how maternal immune activation during pregnancy could lead to ASD 

in the child. Based on this, I used the PICO (Population, Intervention, Comparison, Outcome) 

model as the basis for my research question. This resulted in the following: What can iPSC 

models tell us (P) about maternal immune activation (I) as a cause to autism spectrum 

disorders (O)? Since this is such a new and unexplored research area, there is expected to be 

significant heterogeneity in trends in the results. My goal is therefore to summarize these in a 
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descriptive manner. Based on this, I will highlight the most promising areas for further 

research. 

 

There was performed a systematic literature search 30.06.23 in EMBASE, MEDLINE and 

PubMed using three combined search themes, MIA, ASD and iPSC. No additional restrictions 

were added. The keywords and subject headings were as following:  

 
 

After removing duplicates, papers were initially screened by title, abstract and full-text by one 

person. Additionally, the articles were excluded by following criteria: (1) written in another 

language than English or Norwegian, (2) not available for full text assessment and (3) not 

research articles and. Only studies using hiPSC-derivates as research model was included. 

The selection process is illustrated in figure 3.  

 
Figure 3: PRISMA flow diagram of literature search and study selection. 
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Full-text reading was conducted for all articles, and data were extracted using a table. 

Emphasis was placed on findings highlighted in the discussion and abstract, as these was 

considered most significant. A structural quality and risk of bias assessment was not 

conducted. This decision was influenced by the novelty of the research and the considerable 

uncertainty in the findings, highlighting the need for additional research to determine 

generalizability.  

 

Results 
My systematic search identified 35 studies. Following the removal of duplications and 

screening, a total of 6 research articles were included in the review (refer to Figure 3). The 

studies employed in vitro hiPSC-derived models, encompassing both 2-dimensional and 3-

dimensional formats. Several studies utilized the same pro-inflammatory mediator to induce 

immune activation within the models. Specifically, two studies employed IL-6 on dorsal brain 

organoids and neurons, while two other studies exposed IFN-γ to NPCs, neurons, and 

immature glutamatergic neurons. The remaining two studies utilized IL-17a and heat shock on 

NPCs and 3-dimensional neural aggregates, respectively. Notably, the IL-17a study was the 

sole research article to employ hiPSC derivatives from both ASD patients and healthy 

controls, while the remainder solely used samples from healthy individuals. Collectively, the 

results underscore the intricate interplay among cytokines, gene expression, and brain 

development. They suggest a correlation between immune activation and cellular and 

molecular changes in brain cells, including alterations in ASD-related genes, 

neuroinflammation, structural brain changes, and potential synaptic dysfunction. The studies 

uniformly reported a possible association between autism and MIA. The findings are 

summarized in figure 4.  
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Figure 4: Overview of the results. 

Exogenic 

exposure 

HiPSC-

derivate model  

Cell line 

used   

Observations  Reference  

IL-6 Dorsal 

forebrain 

organoid 

Healthy 

male 

subjects  

- Activation of STAT3 pathways 

- Long-term abnormal cortical layering  

- Upregulation of MHC-I  

- Alternations in gene expression of NR2F1 

- Small increase in radial glial cells  

- Radial glial cells show the highest number of 

differentially expressed genes, such as 

downregulation of genes related to protein 

translation in the cytoplasm and proteins targeting 

ER and plasma membrane  

(90) 

IL-6 Neurons  Healthy 

subjects  

- Increased activation of STAT3 pathway  

- Increased ratio of astrocytes  

- Reduced ratio of early-born neurons  

(91) 

IFN-g NPCs and 

neurons 

Healthy 

subjects 

- Upregulation of MHC-I mediated by PML 

nuclear bodies 

- Neurite outgrowth measurable in both length and 

branch number, which required both MHC-I and 

PML 

- Findings of common genetic mutations and 

variants in SZ and ASD such as PTEN, TCF4, 

SHANK2, NLGN3, and NRXN3 

(92) 

IFN-g Immature 

glutamatergic 

neurons 

Healthy 

subjects 

- Activation of STAT1 pathway  

- Increased MHC-I (HLA-B) expression  

- Decreased levels of synaptic vesicles and 

synpasin I/II proteins 

- Increased expression of C4A  

- No increase of IFN-g receptor 

(93) 

IL-17a NPCs  ASD 

subjects 

(n=7) and 

healthy 

controls 

(n=5) 

- Activation of ERK1/2 pathway and inhibition of 

mTORC1 pathway 

- Increased differentiation; increased neurite 

outgrowth and levels of synpasin I, synaptophysin 

and MAP2, but no significant difference between 

ASD and control NPCs  

- No increase of IL-17a receptor 

- No effect on proliferation and migration 

(94) 

Fever  3-dimensional 

neural 

aggregates  

Healthy 

subjects 

- Changes in genes encoding HSP and NGFR, and 

SZ and ASD candidate genes such as SMARCA2, 

DPP10, ARNT2, AHI1, and ZNF804A 

(95) 
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IL-6  

There were two studies exposing IL-6 to hiPSC derivates. In the first article, they used a hBO 

model and the IL-6 dose was corresponding to serum concentration of a septic infection 

resulted in both cellular and molecular changes. Firstly, there was an upregulation of genes 

that code for MHC-I and beta-2-microglobulin (B2M). They also discovered a small increase 

in radial glial cells (90), which are a non-neural cell in the developing CNS that support 

migrating neurons and are neuronal precursors that can differentiate into other cell types, 

including neurons and astrocytes (96). Additionally, there was a downregulated genes related 

protein translation in the radial glial cells, especially cytoplasmic translation and proteins 

targeting the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and plasma membrane. Furthermore, they detected 

long-term abnormal cortical layering indicating a migration or maturation defect induced by 

excessive IL-6 (90). 

 

In the other IL-6-study, they used hiPSC- derived neural cells models to investigate whether 

luteolin, found in edible plants such as fruits and vegetables, could prevent MIA-induced 

abnormalities. Injection of IL-6 significantly increased the of activation of STAT3, increased 

the area ratio of astrocytes and decreased the area ratio of early-born neurons relative to 

controls (91).  

 

IFN-g   

Interferon-g (IFN-g) is a cytokine that is mainly produced by helper T cells and natural killer 

cells. IFN-g main task is to activate the immune system by prime and activate macrophages. 

When activating a cell this leads to a production of various cytokines, growth factors and 

molecular patterns recognition receptors (PAMPs), such as TNF-a, IL4, IFN-b- and -a. Other 

effects of IFN-g are inhibiting cellular proliferation, affecting apoptosis, up-regulating antigen 

presentation on the cell surface and increasing leukocyte recruitment (68, 97).  

 

IFN-g-exposure resulted an increase in neurite outgrowth were both neurite length and branch 

number were increased, and an upregulation of MHC-I genes. Neurite outgrowth represents a 

foundational phase in neuronal maturation, during which neural progenitors extend processes 

that may eventually develop into axons or dendrites. The upregulation of MHC-I was 

facilitated by the presence of IFN-g-induced promyelocytic leukemia protein (PML) nuclear 

bodies (92). PML nuclear bodies are chromatin-associated structures that modulates 
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transcription and are associated with chromosomal loci for MHC-I, additionally, PML are 

involved in and regulate brain development and in particular affect stem cell function (98). 

Importantly, the IFN-g-induced neurite outgrowth was dependent on the simultaneous 

presence of both PML and MHC-I. The absence of MHC-I at the cell surface prevented IFN-g 

from inducing the neurite outgrowth. Warne-Cornish suggested that these findings prove the 

involvement of MHC-I proteins in IFN-g-induced neurite outgrowth (92). 

 

Furthermore, there was not found overlap between genes responsive to IFN-γ and common 

ASD risk variants identified through genome-wide association studies (GWAS). Nonetheless, 

the SFARI database, which encompasses rare single gene mutations, detected multiple ASD 

risk genes, such as PTEN, TCF4, SHANK2, NLGN3, and NRXN3 (92). 

 

Based on Warne-Cornish´ work it was conducted a study that wanted to see if IFN-γ could 

impact the development of immature glutamatergic neurons using hiPSC and made an 

induced neuronal cellular system. Acute exposure to IFN-γ activated STAT1 pathway, 

increased the MHC-I expression in immature neurons, decreased synapsin I/II levels, and 

increased complement component 4A (C4A) gene expression (93). 

 

IL-17a  

Interleukin-17 (IL-17) is a cytokine primarily associated with the immune response against 

certain infections and inflammatory conditions, but excessive levels can contribute to chronic 

inflammation and autoimmune diseases (99). Gomes and his team did a study where they 

exposed NPCs derivates from ASD-individuals with known and unknown genetic cause as 

well as from neurotypical controls, for exogenic interleukin-17a (IL-17a). This did not induce 

abnormal migration or proliferation of neurons, but it did positively affect the differentiation 

increasing the expression of synaptic and neuronal polarity proteins, more specific 

synaptophysin-1, synapsin-I and MAP2. ASD and control cells had the similar response to 

exogenic IL-17a. It was concluded that IL- 17a may disturb normal neuronal and synaptic 

development and may be involved with MIA-induced brain and behavioral changes, but that it 

might be necessary to have more inflammatory molecules to trigger gene-environment 

interactions, and a larger sample size to have sufficient statistical power and conclusions (94).  
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Fever 

A study conducted in 2014 investigated the potential effects of fever on neurodevelopment 

and neurogenesis by examining heat shock (HS)-regulated cellular stress pathways. The 

researchers used 3-dimensional neuronal aggregates, derived from hiPSCs from healthy 

individuals, resembling telencephalic structures equivalent to the first trimester of gestation as 

a model. These organoids were exposed to a temperature of 39 degrees Celsius for 24 hours, 

with a control hBO maintained normal body temperature. The findings revealed induced 

genetic alterations, including heat shock proteins (HSP), neuronal growth factor receptor 

(NGFR), and several ASD candidate genes such as SMARCA2, DPP10, ARNT2, AHI1, and 

ZNF804A (95).  

 

Discussion 
ASD is a complex neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by a diverse range of 

symptoms and challenges of varying severity (1). Its prevalence is increasing, affecting 

approximately 1% of the global population (1, 4, 20) . ASD arises from a combination of 

genetic, epigenetic, and environmental factors (4, 23), with a substantial genetic heritability 

estimated at 64-91% based on twin studies (34). However, the precise etiology of ASD, 

particularly idiopathic cases, and the influence of environmental factors remain incompletely 

understood  (1, 6). Historically, limitations in research models have hindered the clarification 

of ASD pathophysiology. Nonetheless, the advent of hiPSC and hBO has opened new 

avenues for investigating neurodevelopmental disorders like ASD (9, 12, 16, 17). While 

numerous studies have leveraged hiPSC and hBO to explore development of disorders such as 

autism (54, 84, 88, 89), investigations often overlook environmental influences, despite their 

potential to interact with genetic predispositions and contribute to ASD phenotypes.  

 

MIA has emerged as a significant, albeit poorly understood, risk factor for ASD, implicated in 

altered fetal brain development and behavioral abnormalities (39-42, 44, 45, 47). Research 

linking MIA to ASD pathogenesis draws support from cohort (34), case-control (49), 

epidemiological studies (48, 50), and animal models (36, 44, 54-56, 58, 59). Yet, the precise 

mechanistic of MIA-induced ASD remain elusive.  

 

In this systematic review we aimed to provide an overview of MIA as a causative factor for 

ASD by examining studies that utilized hiPSC and hBO as research models, as these are 
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currently the research models most closely resembling the human brain. The result indicates 

that there is a connection between immune activation and cellular and molecular changes in 

the brain, including changes in ASD-related genes, neuroinflammation, neurite outgrowth and 

potential synaptic dysfunction, and alterations in brain structure. This is a very young field of 

study, and there is little research done on this specific topic. Therefore, I will focus on 

findings that several articles converge on. Additionally, I highlight a couple of results that I 

believe may also be important to further investigate. 

 

Alternations in ASD relevant genes  

The result suggest that MIA induces alternation is risk genes associated with ASD, especially 

through IFN-𝛾	(92) and heat shock (95), potentially contributing to the development of 

autism. The mutations identified in genes such as PTEN, SHANK2, NLGN3, NRXN3, AHI1, 

ARNT2, and ZNF804A are known to be associated with ASD (6, 23, 100-105), and may be 

part of the underlying pathophysiology in cases where MIA plays a role in ASD development. 

These findings suggest that MIA may affect genetic mechanisms relevant to autism 

development, underscoring the importance of understanding how environmental factors can 

impact genetic vulnerability. 

 

MIA mediated neuroinflammation: glial cells and MHC molecules 

First, the increased presence of astrocytes, a type of glial cell, following exposure to IL-6 (91) 

suggests a key role of astrocytes in the neuroinflammatory response triggered by MIA. 

Increasing glial cells and neuroinflammation in ASD patients have been observed in both 

postmortem studies, mouse studies, and human studies (23, 46, 61, 69, 72, 77, 79-82). 

Astrocytes do not only participate in the inflammatory process but also modulate 

neurotransmitter release and synaptic modifications (69, 73), and findings of increased 

astrocyte activation in ASD suggest a disrupted function that potentially leading to 

connectivity impairments observed in ASD (74). The consistent presence of elevated glial 

cells and neuroinflammation in ASD patients across studies highlights the potential 

association between MIA-induced neuroinflammation and ASD development. 

 

Additional evidence from our results supports the hypothesis that MIA induced 

neuroinflammation plays a role in the development of ASD. This includes the increase of 

MHC molecules. Exposure to both IL-6 and IFN-𝛾 resulted in an increase in MHC-I 
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expression  (90, 92, 93). In the studies using IFN-𝛾, this resulted in neurite outgrowth, 

commented in the next paragraph. Previous studies have linked both MHC-I and MHC-II to 

autism (42, 46, 67). These findings further support the involvement of neuroinflammation and 

immune dysregulation in ASD pathogenesis. More research is needed to explore how MHC 

molecules and immune pathways contribute to ASD following MIA exposure, enhancing our 

understanding of the disorder's underlying pathophysiology. 

 

Neurite outgrowth and synapsin I 

There were also observations of increased neurite outgrowth and alternations in levels of 

synapsin-I protein. IFN-𝛾 exposure induced morphological alterations in neurons, including 

increased neurite length and branch number (92). Prior investigations have reported similar 

findings (106, 107). The IFN-𝛾-induced outgrowth was depended on both MHC-I and PML 

present, suggesting that MHC-I expression may not only be associated with 

neuroinflammation but that they also are involved in with neurite outgrowth (92). There were 

also observations of increased neurite outgrowth and differentiation in IL-17a exposed NPCs, 

together with elevated levels of synapsin I (94). In contrast, IFN-𝛾 exposure demonstrated 

reduced levels of synapsin I/II proteins, and the authors hypothesized that this was associated 

with MHC molecule upregulation (93). On the other hand, this could also mean that exposure 

to IFN-𝛾 and IL-17a has different effects on the development of the brain and its nerve cells.  

Recent studies suggest that aberrant neurite outgrowth and migration, influencing brain 

structure and function, (108), and defects in dendrite morphogenesis may contribute to autism 

(109). In addition, this highlights a third of the MHC molecule´s possible functions due to 

MIA, that they contribute to synaptic alternations as well. In fact, MHC molecules are known 

to control axonal and dendritic outgrowth and modulate synaptic transmission in neurons by 

impacting the balance of excitatory and inhibitory signals (42, 67). The result suggests that 

these alternations could have significant consequences for brain development and its function, 

indicating complex mechanisms involved in regulating neurological development, and 

underscore the intricate relationship and complexity between immune responses, 

neurodevelopment, and ASD pathogenesis, necessitating further investigation.  

 

Fever as a contribution in ASD 

Besides the cytokine elevation, fever during the second trimester has been linked to autism (8, 

51). Our findings revealed an upregulation of HSP genes in hiPSC-derived neural aggregates 
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following exposure to heat shock (95). HSP function as molecular chaperons in cell, 

contributing in folding of newly synthesized polypeptides, refolding metastable proteins, 

protein complex assembly, dissociating protein aggregate dissociation, degradation of 

misfolded proteins, and assisting in signaling transduction, cell cycle, and apoptosis 

regulation (110). HSP can be induced by not only hypothermia, but also various stressors akin 

to environmental factors implicated in autism, including hypoxia, malnutrition, nutrient 

deficiency, inflammation, infection, exposure to heavy metals, and toxins (95), which is 

similar to the environmental factors believed contributing in ASD. This upregulation of HSP 

potentially influences specific pathways involved in differentiation, neurite outgrowth, cell 

migration, and angiogenesis (111), and can possibly affect the structural and functional 

aspects of the brain and have long-term consequences for the cognitive and behavioral 

development. Heat shock also induced upregulation of genes encoding NGFR. NGF, a ligand 

for NGFR, is essential for CNS, and functions as a neuronal trophic factor that has various 

important tasks in the brain and nerve cells. Studies have shown that individuals with autism 

have higher levels of neuronal NGF in their blood compared to children without ASD, with 

levels reported to be 50% higher in one study (95, 112). However, this area requires further 

research to understand the exact mechanisms and effects of fever and heat shock in brain 

development under such conditions. 

 

Structural changes 

IL-6 were observed led to alternations in the cortical layers of the hBO (90), indicating a 

potential migration or maturation defect, suggesting that IL-6 and MIA may induce structural 

changes in the brain as part of ASD development. This finding aligns with other reviews and 

hBO studies in individuals with ASD, which have reported alternations in cortical layers in 

addition to cortical growth, ventricular enlargement, and reduced ventricular wall thickness 

(54, 59, 88, 89).  

 

Radial glial cells; a new finding 

Last, exposure to IL-6 resulted in a slight increase in radial glial cells. Additionally, these 

cells exhibited the highest occurrence of genetic alterations, especially in genes encoding 

protein translation and proteins in cytoplasm, ER, and cell membrane (90). Radial glial cells, 

non-neuronal cells in the developing central nervous system, support migrating neurons and 

serve as neuronal precursors capable of differentiating into various cell types, including 
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neurons and astrocytes (96). Conversely, a study from 2022 investigating the role of TRIM32 

in cortical development in autism found reduced radial glial cells (113). Further investigation 

into the role of radial glial cells in autism is necessary to determine the significance of these 

alterations in ASD development.   

 

Strengths and limitations  

Strengths 

First, previous studies on MIA and autism have primarily utilized animal models, which 

exhibit distinct differences in brain development and function compared to humans. 

Employing hiPSC-derived models enhances accuracy by reflecting human biology and 

mimicking various aspects of human brain development. This approach offers insights into 

disease mechanisms previously inaccessible. Additionally, hBO models present a more 

physiologically relevant model compared to traditional cell culture methods. Second, to our 

knowledge, this review represents the first overview of the relationship between maternal 

immune activation and autism using hiPSC-derived models. Moreover, it offers a valuable 

descriptive overview of potential cellular and molecular trends associated with immune 

activation and autism risk. This serves as a crucial starting point for further investigation into 

this intricate relationship, aiding in identifying areas necessitating additional research and 

comprehension. 

 

Limitations 

Firstly, previous studies on MIA and autism have primarily relied on animal models, which 

differ significantly in brain development and function compared to humans. While hiPSC-

derived models offer enhanced accuracy by reflecting human biology and various aspects of 

brain development, they may not fully replicate the complexity of living organisms. 

Additionally, while hBO models are more physiologically relevant than traditional cell culture 

methods, they still have limitations in capturing the entirety of biological and environmental 

factors influencing human conditions. Methodological limitations and the presence of 

unknown or unidentified confounding factors can further contribute to the challenges 

associated with these models. Secondly, limited observations of the long-term effects of MIA 

exist. This temporal constraint hampers a comprehensive understanding of the sustained 

impact of MIA on offspring. Thirdly, the scarcity of studies utilizing hBO models and hiPSC 

derivatives from ASD patients alongside healthy controls is a notable weakness. Such 
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limitations may result in overlooking critical cellular and molecular mechanisms, potentially 

affecting the comprehensiveness of the findings. 

 

Moreover, difficulty in quantifying or summarizing results due to limited data poses 

challenges in conducting meta-analyses and drawing concrete conclusions. This limitation 

may obscure the overall understanding of the relationship between MIA and autism. In 

addition, the reliance on associative findings between MIA and autism in the studies 

underscores the necessity for randomized controlled trials to confirm any associations. 

Establishing a causal relationship and distinguishing between causes and random effects 

remain challenging tasks. 

 

Lastly, general ethical concerns regarding the source of cells and cell manipulation represent 

overarching weaknesses of these models, underscoring the need for ethical considerations in 

research practices. 

 

Future implications  

The utilization of hBO is expected to provide further significant insights. While several 

studies have utilized hiPSC, they may lack critical interactions prevalent in hBO models. 

Nonetheless, using these research models promises enhanced understanding of human brain 

function given their complexity, and as these models improve, they could offer further 

insights into complex neurodevelopmental disorders such as autism. It would be interesting to 

test how simultaneous MIA-effects affect the brain, as different cytokines may have opposing 

or varying effects on brain development. Furthermore, it would be intriguing to observe if 

there is a difference between individuals with predisposing gene mutations or healthy 

individuals, as only one of the studies in the results examined this aspect. Last, I believe 

further exploration of complement activation's contribution to MIA and autism should be 

pursued, as this was identified as an unexpected finding in one of the articles and may be 

relevant. There is also no doubt that more studies are needed to confirm the above findings, as 

only six studies have investigated MIA as a cause of autism using hiPSC and hBO models. 

Further research into the mechanisms underlying MIA-induced neuroinflammation and its 

consequences for neurodevelopment would provide valuable insights for the development of 

diagnostic, preventive and therapeutic strategies in ASD. Hopefully, this is not far in the 

future. 
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Clinical implications 

The clinical implications of MIA for autism are complex and still under research. Here are 

some potential clinical implications:  

(1) Early identification and intervention; Identifying risk factors associated with MIA 

can aid in early diagnosis and intervention for autism. This may involve early 

screening of children born to mothers exposed to immune activation during 

pregnancy. In addition, the possibility of early interventions for pregnant women with 

infections, such as anti-inflammatory treatment or antibiotics, could potentially 

prevent critical non-reversible alterations in fetal neurodevelopment. A 2021 meta-

analysis suggests that preventing infections and administering early treatment may 

decrease the occurrence of autism (38), and a recent systematic review highlights the 

potential benefits of anti-inflammatory treatment during pregnancy, such as 

decreased inflammatory response in the brain (114). However, limited research exists 

in this field (115) and is yet to be explored further. 

(2) Treatments: Understanding the mechanisms behind MIA-associated autism can help 

develop targeted treatment strategies. This may include pharmacological 

interventions targeting the immune system or neurological mechanisms, possibly 

reducing symptoms, such as anti-inflammatory treatment, but other potential drug 

targets could be specific cytokines that induce critical processes in ASD development 

during MIA, akin to TNF-alpha inhibitors, but the feasibility and efficacy of this 

approach are yet to be determined. 

(3) Diagnostics: Measuring inflammatory mediators or other biomarkers elevated due to 

neuroinflammation or other alternations in the brain, in early in childhood, may 

perhaps contribute to earlier and faster diagnostics of autism. Notably, such 

measurements will probably not sufficient alone for making a correct diagnosis.   

(4) Preventative measures: Identifying risk factors associated with MIA and information 

about the link between MIA and autism can aid in early interventions and support to 

affected families. 

Conclusion 
Overall, the findings in this report highlight the importance of understanding the impact of 

MIA on fetal brain development and its potential role in the etiology of ASD, and collectively 
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underscore the complex interplay between cytokines, gene expression, and brain 

development. It appears to be a connection between immune activation and cellular and 

molecular changes in brain cells, including changes in ASD-related genes, 

neuroinflammation, structural brain alterations, and potential synaptic dysfunction. Moreover, 

understanding human-specific responses, and exploring the synergistic effects of MIA and its 

interaction with genetic factors will be important for a comprehensive understanding of the 

pathophysiology of neurological disorders. There is no doubt that the use of hBOs and other 

hiPSC-derivates models will be crucial in this matter. In the future, these insights may 

contribute to the development of diagnostics, and preventive and symptomatic treatment.  
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